A Semi-Parametric Method for Robust Multivariate Error Detection in Skewed Functional Data with Application to Historical Radiosonde Winds
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Abstract. Quality control methods for multivariate data are generally based on using robust estimates of parameters for the multivariate normal (MVN) distribution. However, many multivariate data generating processes do not produce elliptical contours, and in such cases, error detection using the MVN distribution would lead to many legitimate observations being erroneously flagged. In this work, we develop a semi-parametric method for identifying errors in skewed multivariate data that also has a functional component. In the first step, we remove potential outliers by assigning each multivariate observation or function a depth score and remove those observations that fall beyond a given threshold. The remaining observations are used to estimate the parameters in a multivariate skew-t (MVST) distribution, and this estimated distribution is used in assigning all observations a probability of having been generated from this MVST. We test the performance of this two-step approach in simulation against a more common MVN method adapted for functional data. When the observations are skewed, our approach has a higher percentage of correctly identified outliers and a lower percentage false positives. Finally, we show how our method can be used in practice with radiosonde launches at a Denver, Colorado station of horizontal and vertical wind components measured at 8 vertical pressure levels.
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1 Introduction

Detecting multivariate outliers is an inherently difficult problem since an observation may not be considered an outlier in any one given dimension, but it could be unusual when considered jointly across all of its dimensions. The most common approach to detecting multivariate outliers is to use robust estimation of the parameters of a multivariate normal (MVN) distribution [1, 2], since the outliers themselves can influence the parameter estimates. Then, a MVN based algorithm to detect outliers is applied using the robust estimates of location and scale in Mahalanobis distance [3]. However, many processes do not fit the MVN distribution profile and may have heavy tailed and/or skewed distributions. The multivariate skew-t (MVST) distribution is flexible enough to fit such variations in the third and fourth moments of a
distribution, which accommodate skewness and kurtosis, respectively, and has the MVN distribution as a special, central case [4].

The wind vector with horizontal, $u$, and vertical, $v$, components does not typically follow a multivariate normal distribution, an example of which is given in Figure 1. Robustly estimated MVN contours are in the left plot (1, 5), and a method based on robust Mahalanobis distances and the MVN distribution [3] flags all of the red dots as outliers when they are not. The contours based on our MVST maximum likelihood estimation are given in the right-hand plot, and only one potential outlier is flagged after an initial non-parametric sweep of the observations. In particular, we are motivated by the problem of error detection in winds recorded in historical radiosonde launches in which extreme values are still of interest, but errors are prevalent throughout the record. Radiosondes are instruments attached to weather balloons that measure atmospheric variables, including winds, and are released daily at stations around the globe.

Each launch of a radiosonde produces a function of wind over pressure level. Figure 2 shows the $u$ and $v$ components of wind plotted as a function of pressure for yearly averaged launches over 50 years from 1962 to 2011 (left) and over 200 individual launches in 1962 (right) at the Denver station. In the yearly averages, there is a clear shift in observed winds, which indicates a change in instrumentation or slight shift in station location, representing a systematic change. In the individual launches, there is a substantial amount of variability with an increase in spread in the mid-pressure levels where the jet-stream is located, and we focus this work on identifying random errors in the historical archive as statistical methods are less applicable for dealing with systematic errors.

We design a method for handling the multivariate, skewed, and functional aspects of this data. In the remainder of this paper, we describe three approaches for multivariate error detection: a parametric MVN approach [3]; a non-parametric depth approach; and a semi-parametric approach using depth and the MVST distribution. These methods are evaluated through simulation, and we record the number of correctly classified errors (true positives) and incorrectly identified true observations (false negatives), with the goal of having high values of the former and low values of the latter. The effect of skewness on the methods is also tested as well as the effect of applying the methods by launch or by pressure level.

## 2 Error Detection Methods

The methods described here are applied in our simulation study to evaluate their properties. We simulate the $u$ and $v$ wind components at all 8 pressure levels simultaneously. To do this, we use a 16-dimensional MVST distribution, fitted based on 10,000 launches at the Denver, Colorado station. We use these esti-
mated parameters as the observed level of skewness and kurtosis. Then, we also simulate data assuming a MVN distribution but with the same center and spread or assuming more extremely skewed and heavier tails than what was observed. For each data type, we either (i) insert no outliers; (ii) contaminate an entire launch; (iii) contaminate the higher levels of a launch; or (iv) contaminate random levels.

**Multivariate Normal Method:** The traditional approach in [3] for detecting errors assumes that the primary underlying \( p \)-dimensional process follows a MVN distribution and uses Mahalanobis distance to measure the distance of observations from the center of the distribution, as follows:

\[
MD_r^i = \left( (x_i - \mu_r)' \Sigma_r^{-1} (x_i - \mu_r) \right)^{1/2},
\]

but in place of the classical estimators of \( \mu \) and \( \Sigma \), uses the robust estimators, \( \mu_r \) and \( \Sigma_r \) [5]. Under the assumption of MVN, \( (MD_r^i)^2 \sim \chi^2_p \). The threshold for determining when an observation is an outlier could be \( \chi^2_{1 - \alpha, p} \) for an appropriate choice of \( \alpha \), but this ignores the fact that as the sample size gets large, the likelihood of observing extreme values increases. Thus, the authors introduce an adjusted threshold for classifying observations as errors obtained through simulation under \( \mu_r \) and \( \Sigma_r \). This method can be applied for an individual pressure level, in which case \( p = 2 \), or for an entire launch wherein \( p = 16 \).

**Depth Method:** In the depth method, we can take advantage of the functional component of the launches and do not assume MVN. We take the following steps:

1. Let \( x_j(h_i) = (u, v) \) be the bivariate observations in \( \mathbb{R}^2 \) given \( h_i \in \{700, 500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 100, 70\} \) for \( q \) levels of launches. Let \( j = 1, \ldots, m_i \) be the number of observations for \( h_i \). If there are no missing values, then \( m_1 = \cdots = m_q = n \).

2. Given \( h_i \), compute Tukey’s depth values for each observation, \( x_j \), denoted \( \text{HD}_i(x_j) \). The Tukey’s depth of a point \( x \) relative to a bivariate dataset is given by the smallest number of data points contained in a closed half-plane of which the boundary line passes through \( x \).

3. For each launch, define the bivariate functional data as \( y_j = (x_j(h_1), \ldots, x_j(h_q)) \).

4. Define the Bivariate Functional Depth (BFD) value of the \( j \)th launch as a weighted average of the Tukey’s depth at each pressure level:

\[
\text{BFD}(y_j) = \sum_{i=1}^{q} w_i \text{HD}_i(x_j),
\]

where the weights are proportional to the number of observations on each level.

5. Each launch has one depth value \( \text{BFD}(y_j) \) indicating its location in the sample. The functional median is the launch with the largest \( \text{BFD} \). A convex hull is constructed based on the \( \text{BFD} \) representing the 50% central region.

6. Fences are determined by inflating the central convex hull by \( F \) times the distance from the median to the central convex hull. An appropriate value of \( F \) can be found through simulation using the same sample size and data dimension when there are no outliers.

An alternative approach by pressure level that classifies observations using only \( \text{HD}_i(x_j) \) as opposed to \( \text{BFD}(y_j) \) can also be applied.

**Multivariate Skew-t Method:** A \( p \)-dimensional random vector, \( Y \), following a MVST distribution can be described as follows [4]:

\[
Y \sim \text{MVST}_p(\xi, \Omega, \alpha, v),
\]

An alternative approach by pressure level that classifies observations using only \( \text{HD}_i(x_j) \) as opposed to \( \text{BFD}(y_j) \) can also be applied.
where \( \xi \) is \( p \times 1 \) and is like a measure of center; \( \Omega \), \( p \times p \), is like a variance-covariance matrix; \( \alpha \) is \( p \times 1 \) and measures the skewness in each dimension; and \( \nu \) is scalar and represents the heaviness of the tails. The quadratic form, \( (Y - \xi)^T \Omega^{-1} (Y - \xi) \sim p \cdot F(p, \nu) \). We follow a similar approach as [3], but we first sweep the data with either the bivariate depth or functional data depth methods to initially remove very large observations before estimating the parameters of the distribution. We also adjust the threshold for flagging observations, but we base this adjustment on the MVST distribution and its robustly estimated parameters. We have found that the estimation of \( \nu \), in particular, is very sensitive to the presence of errors. Again, we can apply this approach for each pressure level or for an entire launch.

3 Results

In simulations, we have found the MVST approach applied at each pressure level performs the best in terms of the lowest number of false positives (incorrectly flagged true observations) and the highest number of true negatives (correctly flagged errors). The MVN method is very sensitive to the skewness and tends to flag a higher proportion of true values as outliers, on average, as the skewness increases. The bivariate depth method does not perform as well as either of the MVST or the MVN methods, but in using it as a first sweep of the observations before applying the MVST method works very well. Sweeping the observations with the functional data depth also performs well but not quite as well as removing observations by pressure level. Because of space limitations, full results are not shown here.

4 Conclusion

The methods developed and experiments performed thus far have demonstrated that the MVST method with outlying observations first swept by the functional or bivariate depth method is a very good candidate for application to the entire wind radiosonde archive. In practice, more understanding of the archive is required before we should use the MVST approach for fast, statistical quality control. For example, there is much missing data in the archive, and finding the optimal number of observations to use in a moving window through a station’s launches over time will be necessary.
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